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All travel options in one place! Compare Flights, buses and trains routes and Driving directions to choose the one that suits you best.
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Route not found
Click "Search" to see current routes for all types of transport








All travel options

Find out more about the route, compare travel time and get average prices for each means of transportation.




Routes by bus

Choose Bus route as one of the easiest and most popular way to travel, often the cheapest.



Routes by train

Train is the main means of transportation in this tab. But the routs may also include other transport modes.



Routes by plane

Time-saving is the main advantage of taking a flight from A to B. Find all possible flights to the destination you have chosen.



Routes by car

Information about travel time, distance and the average cost of travelling by car.


Find the best way to get anywhere.



On 1map.com you can explore maps of countries, cities, discover popular attractions and get directions to your chosen destination.
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Your Office Suite with 1Map

Better interoperability

Go-oo has built in OpenXML import filters and it will import your Microsoft Works files. Compared with up-stream OO.o, it has better Microsoft binary file support (with eg. fields support), and it will import WordPerfect graphics beautifully. If you are reliant on Excel VBA macros - then Go-oo offers the best macro fidelity too. If you expect your spreadsheets to calculate compatibly, or you get embedded Visio diagrams in your documents, you'll want Go-oo.

Better functionality

Go-oo's user interface is more familiar, with lots of small pieces of polish. We have built-in (working) multimedia integration on Linux, a beautiful solver component, and your Chinese should look sane. We also integrate with your system better by default: eg. enabling native file-selectors on Linux.

A Faster application

From first-time startup, where we sort I/O to reduce seek cost, to a highly optimised second start application and a systray quick-starter on Linux we are faster. We use less memory than up-stream, we link faster, use better system allocators, and don't waste so much time & memory in the registry. Go-oo performance is hard to beat.

Faster code integration

Contributing code to go-oo is simple, and fast, following the traditional hackers' process of peer code review: just mail patches to the mailing list, or when we get used to your code - commit your patch immediately to HEAD ooo-build: no CWS, no hours of tagging, paperwork, no specification, no hassle. Of course - if your patch sucks - expect to hear how it can be improved.

Freer licensing

For the code to live, grow and improve, to encourage participation and compete with the other office suite - we need sensible licensing: ie. weak copy-left. While in general we think LGPLv3 is a great & sufficient license for our code, others eg. Sun & IBM appear reluctant to include LGPL code into their products, and prefer other licenses such as the CDDL (a weak copy-left derived from Mozilla's MPL). Luckily dual licensing under the LGPLv3 / CDDL can help here - and we recommend this for the majority of our code.

We believe that copyright assignment to a single corporate entity opens the door for substantial abuse of the best-interests of the codebase and developer community. As such, we prefer either eclectic ownership (cf. Mozilla, GNOME, KDE, Linux), or an independent, meritocratic foundation (cf. Eclipse, Apache) to own the rights. Having said that we recognise and applaud Sun's technical contribution to OpenOffice and recommend that small patches & fixes to existing Sun code should be assigned to them under the SCA, and up-streamed.



Rome to Rio de Janeiro

Madrid to Barcelona

Pleasanton to Sacramento

Fresno to Oakhurst

Providence to Montauk

Oslo to Amsterdam

Yakima to Goldendale

Parsippany to Washington

Nice to Florence

Nice to Barcelona

Chicago to Collinsville

Albany to Woodstock

Calais to Amsterdam

Gainesville to Tampa

Perpignan to Barcelona

Bayeux to Paris

Amsterdam to Aachen

Brussels to Munich

Dallas to Abilene

Liverpool to Paris

Avignon to Barcelona

Merced to Tracy

Roseburg to Canyonville

Venice to Quarto d'Altino

Valencia to Sagunto

Cranston to Aspen

Coventry to Aspen

Seoul to Haenam

Nacka to Stockholm

Nice to Villeneuve-Loubet

Marseille to La Penne-sur-Huveaune

Le Rouret to Nice

Martigues to Avignon

Florence to Scandicci

Madrid to Ciudad Rodrigo

Fuenlabrada to Madrid

Madrid to Vinaros

Tudela to Madrid

Salzburg to Bad Reichenhall

Raufoss to Gjovik

Geneva to La Chaux De Fonds

Stuttgart to Esslingen am Neckar

Cullera to Valencia

London to Bexley

Lausanne to Conthey

Dusseldorf to Moers

Murcia to Benidorm

Plasencia to Seville

Quebec City to Tadoussac

Venice to Chioggia

Bangkok to Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya

Vienna to Eisenstadt

Montpellier to Montferrier-sur-Lez

Brussels to Wavre

Berlin to Bernau bei Berlin

Aillon-le-Jeune to Epagny Metz-Tessy

Berlin to Gorzow Wielkopolski

Calais to Coquelles

Arles to Maussane-les-Alpilles

La Louviere to Antwerp

Siena to Barberino Val d'Elsa

Strasbourg to Ribeauville (Haut-Rhin)

Sibenik to Primosten

Innsbruck to Axams

Sant Josep de sa Talaia to Ibiza Town

Wildeck to Munich

Haguenau to Strasbourg

Oeiras to Lisbon

Lavagna to Genoa
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